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Your SATA dealer:

SATA UK Ltd 

Enterprise Court 

Studlands Park Avenue 

Newmarket, Suffolk, CB8 7EP 

Phone 0845 603 7085 

Fax 0845 603 7086

www.sata.com

infouk@sata.com  

How to change SATA RPS cups swiftly and efficiently
Mazin Mashalla, Product Manager at SATA
In just a few steps, SATA RPS cups can be changed swiftly, professionally and without material spillage, thus allowing you  

to benefit from the many advantages which this system offers. 

1. Disconnect the spray gun from the air hose at the end of the application process. 2. Now gently squeeze the cup (approx. 2-3 cm) with the ventilation 
valve still open, 3. then close the valve. 4. Then hold the spray gun and pot upside down 5. and fully pull the trigger. The resulting vacuum inside the cup 
sucks the left-over paint from the material channel back into the cup leaving minimal cleaning of the spray gun and minimizing waste. 6. After that, the RPS 
cup can be removed from the spray gun without any spillage of paint.

Practice report on BMV Cosmetic Car Repairs –
Testimonial on the new SATAminijet 4400 B series
Matt Stevens of SATA UK Ltd met up with Chris Simpson outside his home in Sheffield a couple of weeks ago following  

Chris making a purchase of the SATAminijet 4400 B  RP 1.2 SR.

Contact
Mazin Mashalla, 
Product Manager
Tel. + 49 7154 811-100 
Fax. + 49 7154 811-196 
E-Mail Mazin.Mashalla@sata.com

1 2 3 4 5 6

As you can see from the picture, Chris operates a mobile service dealing with 
cosmetic repairs to motor vehicles. The repairs he conducts can be paint  
related or even textured trim repairs.
Chris explained that he began his involvement with paint repairs via a Northern 
based company who specialised in training people to conduct what is now 
widely known as “Smart” repairs. This was over ten years ago and at that time 
the company he was working with promoted the use of airbrushes for the 
procedure. Chris however felt stifled by this single-minded approach and deci-
ded to set his own business up and spent time “re-training” himself and  
perfecting what he considers to be “invisible” repairs using various “Mini”–
style spray guns.
Over the last ten years, Chris developed his technique and built up a good 
reputation and consequently grew his business. He was very familiar with 
other manufacturers’ “Mini” guns and used a couple of different manufacturers 
over the years, and in fact felt they were perfectly good.
Then he heard about the launch of the brand new SATAminijet 4400 B series 
and decided to take the plunge. He commented that to his surprise it turned 
out that the SATAminijet 4400 B was more competitively priced than he had 
expected.

When he got to use the SATAminijet 4400 B RP 1.2SRmm for clearcoat, he 
was absolutely stunned by the ease he could apply a mirror finish! “I even 
found I could apply it without messing about and over-thinning the product. 
After a few more jobs, I realised that this gun stood head and shoulders 
above the equipment I had previously been using.”, he commented. 

Apart from the excellent handling of the gun which was also a revelation, 
Chris was astonished to find that the spray pattern when fully open was  
over 20 cm in height. Something he certainly never expected from a “Mini”gun! 
Such was his delight with the gun that he is now ordering a further  
SATAminijet 4400 B RP and two 
SATAminijet 4400 B HVLP guns, 
whilst his old guns will be probably 
put into storage.

We at SATA wish Chris all the  
best in the future and certainly 
hope he continues to build  
and enhance his reputation!
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Car Repairs

SATA Spring Sales Promotion „Ready for take-off“ 
10 March – 30 April 2014

The trendy “heli” is easy to operate  
guaranteeing maximum fun. With its com-
pact size of only 23 cm in length, this 
small toy aircraft is designed for flying  
indoors, reaching a maximum altitude  
of 15 m. The small helicopter comes  
with an infrared remote control including  
batteries, a charger cable and a set  
of replacement rotor blades.

The SATA helicopter is supplied FOC:  
With the purchase of each “Super Saver” 
SATAjet 4000 B HVLP or “Super Fast”  
SATAjet 4000 B RP with optimised high 
pressure technology – either in non- 

digital or DIGITAL version – you will re-
ceive this state-of-the-art SATA heli copter 
free of charge. The promotion period  
is from March 10th through to April 30th 
2014 or as long as stocks last.

Under the motto “Ready for take-off”, SATA customers can now get their own  
SATA helicopter off the ground. The remote-controlled helicopter in SATA design  
comes as a free gift with every SATAjet 4000 B spray gun.

  Time-Limited Promotion

For further details  
on the SATA  
SPRIng PRoMoTIon  
2014, please turn overleaf.
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SATA Customer Service
 SATA are continuing to enjoy significant growth in the UK refinish market with the ever  
increasing range of complimentary products designed to benefit the painter. With this  

expansion in both sales and equipment portfolio, it is essential for us at SATA  
to feel confident our valued customers are receiving an efficient service, whether  
it be for our main line complete products or indeed essential spare parts.

If identifying the relevant product or spare part you are in need of is an  
issue for you, it may be worth visiting our comprehensive web site at  
www.sata.com where you will find a host of useful information. While you 

are on the website, please take a minute to register for the SATA e-news,  
an essential source of information on all things new from SATA!

With this in mind, we would welcome any feedback on your experiences to  
allow us to ensure you are receiving the service you deserve at all times.

Customer Care
Matt Stevens 
Managing Director SATA UK
Tel. + 44 7894 606-749 
E-Mail matt.stevens@sata.com

If you are having issues concerning  
the services rendered, please feel free  
to contact.

Remotely piloted helicopter
in SATA design

Fly your own SATA helicopter now – maximum fun is guaranteed!  
The trendy SATA helicopter comes free of charge  
with every high performance spray gun  
SATAjet® 4000 B – now available from  
your SATA dealer!

Remotely piloted helicopter in SATA design
 �  Trendy “heli” incl. LED-lighting and infrared remote control
 � Small size of only 23 cm in length
 � Maximum altitude: 15 metres
 � Perfectly suitable for indoor flights
 � While stocks last

Scope of Supply:
 �  Helicopter with infrared remote control incl. batteries  
in attractive package

 � Charging cable
 � Replacement rotor blades

Note: The helicopter may differ in colour and equipment  
from the product pictures. Not suitable for children under  
the age of 14 years.

Nozzle size
HVLP 1,0 1,2 WSB 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,7 1,9 2,2 –

RP 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,2 W 1,3 1,4 1,6 1,8 2,0 2,5

Cpl. with 0.6 l QCC reusable plastic cup, 
without swivel joint

166868 166199 166918 166876 166892 166900 168732 168740 168757 –

166678 166793 166173 166751 166769 166777 166785 168682 168690 168708

Cpl. with 0.6 l QCC reusable plastic 
cup, with swivel joint

166801 166207 166850 166819 166835 166843 168765 168773 168781 –

166686 166694 166181 166702 166710 166728 166736 166744 168716 168724

Complete, incl. RPS disposable cups  
0.3 l/0.6l/0.9 l (one of each), with 
swivel joint *)

– 168252 167163 167171 167197 170506 – – – –

– 171538 167122 167130 167148 167155 – – – –

DIGITAL cpl. with 0.6 l QCC PVC  
reusable cup, with swivel joint

– 166223 166660 166629 166645 166652 168815 168823 168831 –

– 166611 166215 166553 166579 166587 166595 166603 168799 168807

DIGITAL complete, incl. RPS disposable 
cups 0.3 l/0.6 l/0.9 l (one of each), 
with swivel joint

– 168260 167247 167254 167270 170514 – – – –

– 171546 167205 167213 167221 167239 187153 – – –

Nozzle set
166926 166934 166983 166942 166967 166975 168658 168666 168674 –

166991 167007 167015 167023 167049 167056 167072 167080 168625 168633

SATAjet® 4000 B 

An absolute must-have for every bodyshop striving  

for finishes meeting highest quality demands.  

The cutting edge SATA Helicopter comes free of charge 

with each purchase of a SATAjet 4000 B HVLP or  

SATAjet w} B RP in non-digital or DIGITAL version!

SATA-Helicopter
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Left: Among other components, struc-
tural elements of the A320 aircraft are 
manufactured and protected against 
corrosion in Nordenham, Germany. The 
work process has been noticeably im-
proved by changing the spray fan angle 
on the nozzle extension to 90°.

Right: Thanks to the modified spray 
guns, the amount of overspray is  
significantly reduced and edges as  
well as areas of difficult access  
can be easily reached.

Painting edges and areas of difficult access     efficiently
Aircraft manufacturer counts on innovative application technology!

As many of the individual fuselage parts have concealed edges, additional areas 
which require coating are being created when the parts are joined together.  
As a result, the assembled fuselage components cannot be painted using normal 
spray guns. When the company finally decided to move away from conventional 
brushes they began trying out different makes of spray guns and Premium AERO-
TEC eventually settled for SATA equipment with specially developed diagonal nozzle  
extensions. The standard version of diagonal lances available produces a spray 
pattern with an angle of 45° which in the case of the complex components descri bed 
above does not allow sufficient coverage of all areas.

To ensure an efficient coating process, Premium AEROTEC and SATA together refined 
an angular spray gun adaptation for this special type of application. As a result  
of a nozzle modification allowing application at an angle of 90°, access to all areas 
could be tremendously improved. 

Modifying the spray angle and increasing the diameter of the horn drillings were the 
essential enhancements leading to this quite dramatic quality leap, enabling the 
spray fan to reach all the difficult edges and previously concealed areas. By adding 
one additional spring and one additional seal ring inside the nozzle extension,  

Available Standard Extensions for SATAjet®1000 K RP®, B RP®

Extension, 20 cm with round/flat spray  
nozzle set 1.5 for SATAjet 1000 K RP

Extension 20 cm with diagonal spray nozzle set 
1.6 for SATAjet 1000 K RP

Plate-shaped internal mixing extension  
SATAjet 1000 K RP 1.6, 20 cm

Extension, 20 cm with angular head and round  
fan nozzle set 1.5 for SATAjet 1000 K RP

the performance of the equipment could be further improved, guaranteeing a smooth 
paint needle action.  Another very positive aspect achieved with this new version 
is the further reduction in the amount of overspray, helping Premium AEROTEC 
save paint material and increase the exchange intervals of filter mats and respi-
rator visors.

Premium AEROTEC are using spray guns of the SATAjet 1000 B RP series. These 
spray guns with reduced inlet pressure are known for their long lifetime and high 
corrosion resistance, thus lending themselves perfectly for the application of water-
borne paints. 

Easy operation and handling is another advantage: The spray guns are easy to  
adjust allowing new employees to be quickly trained, and working with the guns for 
several hours does not fatigue. “Our painters are very satisfied with the modified 
spray gun solution and the achieved finishes. By involving our employees in the  
development process, we have been able to create a special sense of identification 
of the painters with their application equipment”, says Michael Wiechmann,  
the foreman at Premium AEROTEC responsible for Surface Protection and Quality 
Assurance.

The complex geometry of aircrafts requires special coating solutions.  
Premium AEROTEC in Nordenham Germany, manufacture and assemble aircraft  
fuselage components which are destined for the Airbus models A320, A330  
and A380. In the process, all components are coated with corrosion protection  
primer and clear coat.
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Testimonials on the SATA RPS dispenser system
In our previous SATA UK Newsletter 04/2013 we have introduced our new organizer and dispenser 
system for the SATA RPS disposable pots. A few months further down the road, SATA UK Ltd  
were keen to receive feedback from bodyshops on how they rate the practicality of the SATA RPS 
dispenser system in their daily routine. So what was originally meant to become an evaluation  
of this new product alone, eventually turned however into something completely different: As you 
will notice from the testimonials on the following two pages, our valued customers have in general 
explained to us why they are increasingly working with SATA products in their bodyshops telling  
us about their experiences with what might be best described as “The SATA Difference”. We hope 
you will enjoy as much as we do reading what they have to say to us.

Greenhous Vauxhall Ltd,  
Paul Thomas, Service and ARC director
We recently had the pleasure of getting to speak with 
Mr Paul Thomas, the Service and ARC director of 
Greenhous Vauxhall Ltd. Paul explained a bit about 
how his career developed.

“I started with Greenhous Shrewsbury in September 
1987 as a trainee technician and I progressed to 
Gold standard technician. After 14 years, I progressed 
to service adviser followed quickly by becoming service 
manager. Eighteen months ago I was honoured to  
be promoted to Service & ARC Director. This presented 
many new challenges but having experienced and 
willing staff has certainly made life easier.

Over the past 26 years, it has proved more important 
than ever to have great relationships not only with 
customers but also suppliers. After speaking with Bryan 
Jones from Carlac and enquiring about new spray 
guns I was introduced to Jamie Taylor from SATA UK Ltd.

It was really refreshing to meet with Jamie who not 
only demonstrated great knowledge and passion for 
the product he was selling, but having been a  

painter fully understood the real needs of the painters 
at Greenhous.

Jamie professionally demonstrated the SATA product 
range to us and we invested in SATAjet 4000 B spray 
guns as well as SATA vision 2000 air fed masks and 
also realised the benefits of the SATA RPS disposable 
pot system. Subsequently, we purchased one of  
the SATA clean RCS rapid cleaning systems; this wall 
mounted gun cleaning device is so practical, it allows 
extremely swift gun cleaning whilst being very com-
pact and space saving too! One thing I have noticed 
is the substantial reduction in our use of gun cleaning 
solvents since the RCS installation.

Although it came along after the initial investment we 
were offered a FOC wall mounted storage and dispen-
sing system for the SATA RPS pots against the neces-
sary number of extra boxes to qualify. The dispenser 
really keeps the mixing room nice and tidy!

I would highly recommend SATA and Jamie”.

Kinghorn Bodyshop – Aberdeen’s leading accident repair centre
KINGHORN BODYSHOP, founded in 1985, has earned an outstanding reputation for the 
high quality of its work and first class customer service. Based in Blackburn just seven 
miles west of Aberdeen, they offer a complete range of services for your entire accident 
repair and cosmetic needs. Their current facility is indicative of the high level at which 
they operate, with manufacturers’ approvals from Honda, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mercedes, 
and Approved Body Repairer for Porsche Centre Aberdeen, and with working agreements 
with all major insurers. It is clear to see that they are well respected and capable of han-
dling some of the most inspirational and forward thinking marques in the motor industry.
Jamie Taylor of SATA UK Ltd has known Kinghorn Bodyshop for many years and was  
delighted to touch base again with the two brothers, Kevin and Graham Kinghorn, who 
own and run this impressive company.
Along with their paint supplier Dingbro Ltd, Jamie was invited over a period of time to 
demonstrate a range of SATA products which were adopted. This included the SATAjet 
4000 B range of guns for both base coat and clearcoat application as well as the  
SATAminijet spray guns.
Once the spray guns were in daily use, Kinghorn decided to evaluate the SATA RPS dis-
posable pot system and are now utilising all three pot sizes. When the opportunity 
arose to install the brand new SATA RPS dispenser system they took advantage of it, 
making organisation even better in his well-run bodyshop.
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K & R Vehicle Solutions,
Kieran Humphries, Owner,
Mike Battrick recently re-visited K & R Vehicle Solutions to 
show Kieran Humphries and his team the latest SATAmini-
jet 4400 B spray guns. Whilst he was there, he managed to 
get some comments from Kieran about his business and 
the use of SATA products.
“From a young age I have always wanted to be in the motor 
trade, watching my dad Raymond Humphries tinkering  
with cars and bikes. He has been in the trade for 40 years. 
So when I was sixteen, the decision was easy and I got  
a job with my Dad at a local body repair shop. After my ap-
prenticeship, I moved on to a bigger garage where my skills 
really started to develop. It was always a dream of my dad 
to own and run his own garage. So when the time was 
right, we took the plunge. Probably the best thing we ever 
did!!! We started off in a tiny unit but quickly outgrew that, 
as we rapidly built up a great reputation and good cus-
tomer base. A unit round the corner came up for rent and 
with great courage we made the move. Since then through 
demand we were forced to lease the unit next door, so we 
could take on both mechanical and body repair jobs.  
Nearly five years down the line and work is going really well.

With the extra demand for quick turn-around times and 
flawless work, we decided to make the move to SATA prod-
ucts around three years ago. The guns and equipment 
work effortlessly and in conjunction with skill and hard work 
from my team we have very happy customers. More recently 
we elected to adopt the SATA RPS disposable pot system 
which has proved extremely easy to use and has improved 
our process times. The only negative was that we did not 
have a practical dispenser system … until SATA came up 
with a solution, and as you can see from the picture Mike 
Battrick took, we now have a practical dispenser system.
More recently it comes with great sadness that my father, 
best friend and business partner lost his life. He was a 
great example of a real craftsman, well respected not just 
in the motor industry but by everyone who knew him.  
He will be missed by all who had the privilege of being a part 
of his life.”

Iphone 5 lucky winner – Nigel Lush
nigel Lush was quite amazed when he received an email from SATA on his favourite day in the year,  
his birthday, the 28th of January, informing him that he was the lucky winner.

“I was recently visited by Mike Battrick of SATA UK Ltd and was so impressed with the products  
I tried that I ended up buying two SATAminijet 4400 B spray guns, one SATA airstar C breathing mask, 
a SATA adam 2 digital retro fit gauge as 
well as a SATA clean RCS compact gun 
cleaning machine! I have always been a 
fan of German equipment since their 
quality and attention to detail in many 
ways reflects my own work principles.”

Nigel Lush,  
Director NFL Smart Repairs
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SATA UK Ltd team are now giving enhanced support in the Republic of Ireland

As from the 1st of January 2014, the now well established SATA UK Ltd team are focusing on enhancing the SATA presence in Southern Ireland. 
Hella Ltd have been the SATA importer for many years and they will continue to market the SATA brand to their customer base with the added benefit of the 
SATA UK Ltd technical team providing a demonstration and training service. SATA UK Ltd will have a member of the technical team available in Southern  
Ireland every month and will be actively seeking to visit and work with as many paintshops as is possible. So if you are reading this and would like to meet one  
of the SATA UK Ltd team please feel free to make contact. We would like to take this opportunity introduce the four members of SATA UK Ltd to our valued  
customers in Southern Ireland. 

news from SATA New Product Packaging

The primary functions of any product packaging are to protect the contained product against damage in transit from the manufacturer to 
the end-user, to be attractive and to provide detailed information on the product. These were the reasons behind the decision of SATA  

to redesign the packaging of all modern-technology SATA spray guns: The new puristic design mirrors 
the high value products inside. In addition, the product labels in a new layout provide specific informa-
tion on the type of spray gun and the nozzle size – not only in form of a product description, but also 
showing an illustration of the spray gun. With one glance, painters know immediately which spray 
gun they are holding in their hands. On the rear of the packaging, basic indications concerning the 
fields of application of this particular spray gun can be found, while specific recommendations need 
to be checked with indivi dual paint manufacturers in each country. As before, also the new SATA 
packaging features a special authentication label allowing our customers to verify the authenticity of 
the SATA products at www.sata.com/sal, in order to protect themselves against counterfeit equipment.

1. Illustration of the spray gun inside 2. Detailed description of the spray gun 3. Article number  
4. EAn Code 5. Suitability of spray gun model and nozzle size 6. nozzle size 7. QR-Code: Your smart 
phone directs you to the respective page of the spray gun model where you will find paint application 
charts with nozzle recommendations 8. Spray gun model 9. Denomination of special editions  
10. Legally required identifications for certain regions or countries, respectively 11. nozzle technology

190130

SATAjet 4000 B RP Düse 1,0  0,6 l QCC Kunststoff-

Mehrwegbecher, Drehgelenk

SATAjet 4000 B RP nozzle 1.0  0.6 l QCC reusable plastic 

cup, swivel joint

SATAjet 4000 B RP, buse 1,0, godet QCC réutilisable en 

plastique 0,6 l, avec raccord tournant

Y(0C75DD*LOOMRO(Art. Nr. - Art. No. - Réf.

166686
Hervorragend geeignet:

Holz: Lasur, Beizen, 

Reparatur; Boot: Klarlack, 

Bunt/Uni, Holzklarlack, 

Effektlack, Holzlasur

Gut geeignet:

Auto: Spot-Repair; Design: 

Lackierungen; Ind.: 

Klarlack, Basis/Uni, 

Reparatur

Perfectly suitable:

Wood: Glaze, Stains, 

Repair; Boat: Clearcoat, 

Single Stage, Wood 

Clearcoat, Effect Paint, 

Wood Glaze

Parfaitement approprié:

Bois: Glacis, Décapant, 

Réparation; Bat.: Vernis, 

Brillant dir., Vernis bois, 

Effet, Glacis bois

Well suited:

Car: Spot Repair; Design: 

Paint Work; Ind.: Clearcoat, 

Base/Single St., Repair

Bien approprié:

Carr.: Rép. localisée; 

Design: Peinture; Ind.: 

Vernis, Base/Brill.dir., 

Réparation
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Jamie Taylor,
Regional Sales  
Manager for  
the North of England 
and Scotland
Jamie Taylor joined 
SATA UK Ltd in Novem-

ber 2012 as the Area Sales Manager 
for the north of England and Scotland. 
His thorough knowledge of the refinish 
market and his natural enthusiasm 
makes him a major asset not only to 
SATA UK Ltd, but of course to all the 
dealers and end-users with whom he 
works closely. He focusses on impart-
ing his knowledge of both product and 
processes to help improve both the 
quality and efficiency in the paint appli-
cation sector. Away from work, Jamie 
spends time at his home in Scotland 
with his wife and three children and en-
joys motorcycling, music, reading as well 
as time at his local gym.

Jamie Taylor 
Mobile: +44 7894 422644
E-mail: Jamie.Taylor@sata.com

Matt Stevens, 
Managing Director
Following many years 
working for the impor-
ter of the SATA brand 
to the UK market, Matt 
became the managing 

director of SATA UK Ltd when it was 
formed in 2006. This new approach to 
the distribution of SATA products into 
the UK market has seen a steady growth 
in business and a marked increase in the 
market share. He is married, with two 
sons, and lives in Bury St. Edmunds in 
Suffolk. 

 
 
 
 
 

Matt Stevens
Mobile: +44 7894 606749
E-mail: Matt.Stevens@sata.com

Russell Jacob, 
Regional Sales  
Manager South East 
of England and  
Greater London area
Russell Jacob has 
been involved in the 

automotive refinish industry for most of 
his wor king life. His first job experience 
was wor king in a bodyshop in Danbury, 
Essex where the company he worked for 
carried out anything from accident repair 
to restoration of vintage vehicles. Rus-
sell has been involved with the SATA 
brand for many years via his work as a 
technical sales man for a number of 
paint distribution companies prior to 
him joining Matt Stevens at the SATA im-
porter prior to moving directly to SATA 
UK Ltd when it was formed in 2006. He 
lives with his partner and two children in 
West Mersea near Colchester, Essex.

 
Russell Jacob
Mobile: +44 7894 606750
E-mail: Russell.Jacob@sata.com

Mike Battrick,
Regional Sales 
Manager Midlands, 
Wales and the 
South West of Eng-
lands
Mike Battrick joined 

the team of SATA UK Ltd. in July 2008 as 
Regional Sales Manager for the Midlands, 
Wales and the South West of England. 
He has worked his way from the shop 
floor to senior positions within AKZO No-
bel before joining SATA UK Ltd. In addi-
tion, he has been engaged in the HSE/
MVR working group for several years, and 
has held member status with the IMI 
(MIMI) since 1987. Mike was also an as-
sessor and verifier during his time with 
Akzo Nobel car refinishes. With his great 
expertise, he has become an invaluable 
asset for the dealers and end-users in his 
territory. Mike Battrick is married and 
lives in Aston, Oxfordshire.

Mike Battrick
Mobile: +44 7894 606751
E-mail: Mike.Battrick@sata.com
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DAVID UTTING ENGINEERING has a long and successful history. Established in 1924 as an  
engineering company, they became specialists in spray booth design and manufacture in 1987. 
What has happened over the past eighteen months is somewhat of a revolution. 
At David Utting Engineering, they were very aware of the ongoing popularity of so called 
“Smart Repair” specialists. Whilst the concept of “Smart Repair” was indeed a viable one, 
they had concerns however regarding the conditions many “smart repairers” worked in,  
many just outside weather permitting and others erecting various different “tent”-based areas 
to complete the tasks under. With this in mind, the company began to formulate what would 
become their self-contained “SMART SHOP”.
After developing the ideas, building prototypes and doing field trials, the aim was finally achieved: 
A product that is of the highest build quality, easy to install and very practical. SATA UK Ltd. 
were fortunate to go and see one of the units which was almost ready for delivery: The whole 
concept turned out to be extremely impressive and looks as if their biggest problem will be 
keeping up with demand! Introducing a revolutionary new concept  

in automotive spraybooths 
 �  Full low bake spraybooth for manufacturer compliant paint products
 � Ideal for short term contracts
 � Profitable plug-and-play unit
 � Delivered to your premises
 � Built-in prep and paint mix room
 � Self-contained spraybooth & oven
 � Same-day commissioning
 � NO facility changes required
 � Low energy, quiet running
 � Siemens touch-screen process controls
 � No need for EPA licence
 � Secure & weather-proof

Practice Report on David Utting Engineering – 
The “SMARTSHOP” Concept

SATA®clean RCS™

As David Utting explains, “This unit is designed for franchised dealerships 
who currently farm out any small body repair jobs to either local body-
shops or pay for a “Smart Repair” mobile guy to do the work. What we can 
offer now is a one stop shop, a fully operational spray booth with a mix-
ing room which can be delivered and be running within a day! With a 
product such as this, we wanted it to reflect the image of modern fran-
chised dealers. Consequently, a lot of time, effort and money have been 
invested in every part of the unit. That is why we install the SATA filter 
284 three-stage filtration unit and the SATA clean RCS gun cleaning unit 
as standard in everyone”. If you want to find out more about this unique 
product, please visit David Utting’s web site at www.davidutting.co.uk.

The David Utting Smartshop is THE new concept facility which fills the gap 
between the man & tent painting in the car park or sending the car off-site 
to the bodyshop.

The pneumatically operated rapid cleaning systems SATA clean RCS ensure  
quick, clean and comfortable intermediate spray gun cleaning when using  
disposable cup systems, such as SATA RPS. Due to their high cleaning efficiency,  
work interuptions during colour changes are now extremely short. This helps  
optimise the work process as well as the utilisation of the spray booth, thus  
increasing profitability.

 � SATA® clean RCS™
 �  Recommended for wall-mounting inside the spray 
booth – saves valuable time

 �  No disconnection or adjustment of the gun inlet 
pressure required, due to automatic pressure 
regulation when switching between “spraying” 
and “cleaning”

 �  Optional: Conversion kit to connect large cleaning 
agent containers

Versions Art. no.

SATA clean RCS 145581

Spare parts / Accessories Art. no.

Conversion kit to connect large cleaning agent contain-
ers*

189472

Add-on kit for external suction of solvent vapours** 192633

Grounding cable, 3 m 147082

Air hose, 0.5 m long, for connecting filter 
unit and SATA clean RCS*

146514

Quick coupling G 3/8 i* 13581

Spray gun holder for mounting on RCS 9886

* Only for SATA clean RCS
** Only for SATA clean RCS compact

For further information  
on the available versions  
of SATA clean RCS


